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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue the study of unbounded operators with 
domain containing their ranges in Hilbert space [6], and in particular we 
introduce unbounded nilpotents and idempotents as typical examples of 
such operators. An O,*-algebra (an algebra of unbounded closable 
operators with some domain-property in connection with quantum field 
theory) consists of such operators and an idempotent operator appears as 
an unbounded projection (J-projection) related to a dual pair on an 
indefinite inner product space, for example, [7] with [I], so that it seems 
to be of interest to study the properties of them. 
In Section 2, we first recall some results of [6] and consider a question 
related to them, namely: if a densely defined, closed linear operator in a 
Hilbert space leaves the domain globally invariant, then can we conclude 
that its adjoint operator has the same property? We will give a negative 
answer to this. 
In Section 3, we first define unbounded nilpotent and idempotent 
operators and give examples of closable and nonclosable operators of this 
kind. Making use of the idempotent induced naturally by an injective 
operator T with dense range, we next give a relation between the resolvent 
of T and the numerical range of its idempotent. Lastly, in the Appendix we 
give some ideas about dual pairs on indefinite inner product spaces. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, we denote by H a complex Hilbert space and, for 
an operator T in H, the symbols Dom( T), Ran(T), and Ker( T) stand for 
the domain of T, the range of T, and the kernel of T, respectively. We also 
denote by I the identity operator of H. 
We first recall some conditions on densely defined, closed linear 
operators which imply boundedness of them. The following is obtained by 
the analogous argument to [6], but for the sake of completeness we will 
give the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let T be a densely defined, closed linear operator in H. 
Suppose T leaves its domain globally invariant. If there is a sufficiently large 
real number A such that the range of AI - T is closed, then T is bounded, i.e., 
Dom( T) = H. 
Proof Since T is closed, it follows that, with the inner product 
(x,y)T=(x,y)+(Tx, TY) for x, y E Dom( T), 
Dom( T) becomes a Hilbert space which is denoted by (Dom( T), ( ., .)T). It 
then follows from the closed graph theorem that T is bounded on 
(Dom( T), ( ., .)T). Applying the spectral theory, one easily sees that, for any 
p > the norm of T as a bounded operator on (Dom( T), ( ., .)T), ul- T is an 
invertible operator with range equal to Dam(T). Thus our assumption 
implies the theorem. 
A densely defined linear operator T in H is said to be dissipative if it 
satisfies 
(Tx,x)+(x, Tx)SO 
for all x E Dom( T). For a dissipative, closed linear operator T, Ran(lZ- T) 
is closed for 2 > 0. In fact, this follows from the inequality 
IlAx- WI 2 11111 x 
for x E Dom( T). Thus we have 
COROLLARY 2.2 [6]. Let T be a densely defined, dissipative closed linear 
operator in H. Zf Ran( T) c Dom( T), then T is automatically bounded. 
COROLLARY 2.3 [4,6]. Zf a densely defined, closed linear operator in H 
maps its domain into the domain of its adjoint, then the operator is bounded. 
Remark 2.4. (1) By using the semi-group theory, one can show the 
corresponding result in a Banach space: Let T be a densely defined, 
dissipative closed linear operator in a Banach space X. If there is a positive 
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integer n such that Dom( T’) is dense in X and is globally invariant under 
T, then T is bounded on X [6]. 
(2) Let Cu be a C*-algebra and let 6 be a linear mapping in ti. If 
Dam(G) is a dense *-subalgebra of 91 and it satisfies 
6(ab) = 6(a) h + US(b) 
and 
&a*) = 6(a)* 
for all a, b E Dam(G), then 6 is called a *-derivation in ‘$I. For such an 
operator, the similar result holds: Let 6 a closed *-derivation in a 
C*-algebra. If Ran(G)cDom(G), then 6 is automatically bounded [S]. 
For an operator T in H, we put 
W(T)r{(Tx,x);x~Dom(T) with ilxll=l}. 
The set W(T) in C (the whole complex plane) is said to be the numerical 
range of T. It is well known as the Toeplitz-Hausdorff theorem that W(T) 
is a convex set in C; for example, [2, Problem 1661 and, moreover, in com- 
bination with Corollary 2.2, we have 
COROLLARY 2.5 [6]. Let T be a densely defined, closed linear operator 
in H. Suppose Ran(T) c Dom( T). Zf T is unbounded, then W(T) = C. 
As we will see in the next section, there exist two typical examples of 
unbounded operators, each of which satisfies the condition in Corollary 2.5 
and, particularly, its adjoint operator also leaves the domain invariant. 
This leads to the following question concerning the dual relation between 
an operator and its adjoint: 
Let T be a densely defined, closed linear operator in H. Then 
Ran(T) c Dom( T) = Ran( T*) c Dom( T*)?? 
The following theorem gives the existence of a counterexample for our 
question. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let T be an unbounded operator in H satisfying the 
conditions of Ran( T) c Dom( T) and Ran( T*) c Dom( T*). Then there exists 
a bounded linear operator K on H such that 
Ran(T+K)cDom(T+K) but Ran((T+K)*) I# Dom((T+K)*). 
Proof: Since T is unbounded, it follows from Corollary 2.3 that 
Dam(T) # Dom(T*). Hence there is an element r] E Dam(T) but 
q 4 Dom( T*). 
Now define a bounded linear operator on H by 
KC = (t, ‘1) rl 
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for all c E H, i.e., a rank-one operator on H. We first note that, by the 




Clearly T + K is also closed. Since ye belongs to Dom( T), it follows that 
T + K leaves the domain invariant. If Ran( T* + K) c Dom( T* + K) = 
Dom(T*), one has 
for all 5 E Dam(T). Since r] does not belong to Dom( T*), this is a 
contradiction. 
3. UNBOUNDED NILPOTENTS AND IDEMPOTENTS 
In this section we present wo typical classes of unbounded operators with 
domain containing their ranges. We begin with their definition: 
DEFINITION 3.1. A densely defined linear operator T in H is said to be 
nilpotent if 
and 
Ran(T) c Dom( T) 
and it is said to be idempotent if 
T2 = T, that is, 
Ran(T) c Dom( T) 
for all 5 E Dom( T). 
and T2t = Tt 
EXAMPLE 3.2 (Non-closable nilpotents and idempotents). Let H = L*( [w) 
be the Hilbert space of all square-integrable functions on the real line [w 
with inner product. (f, g) = juf(x)g(x) dx. Let do be any fixed bounded 
measurable function on R satisfying 
409/132,‘1-20 
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and let D, be a subspace defined by 
D,= ./.EL’(W);~ ~,f’(x)q$,(x)Id.~< +x 
14 
Then it is obvious that D, is a dense subspace and we use for convenience 
sake the following notation: 
(f, 40) = (hhf) = i,fW do(x) fix for all f~ D,. 
Let $0 # 0 be any fixed function in D, and let us define a linear operator 
with domain D, by 
T,,, ,0(f) = (.f, do) $0 (f E Do). 
It then follows that T$,, d0 is non-closable. In particular, tf the above { q$,, $Oj 
are chosen to be elements satisfying (tiO, q&) = 0 then T,,, +” is nilpotent, and 
if { tjO, d,} are chosen to satisfy (tiO, qSO) = 1 then Tti,, m0 is idempotent. 
Proof For 4 E Dom( (T,,, (,, )*), it is easily seen that (T,,, ,J*q5 = 
(4, tir,) &,, so that (4, tiO) = 0. If Tti,,,, is closable, then Dom((T,, &*) is 
dense in L’(R). Hence the above relation implies rjO = 0. This is a 
contradiction. 
EXAMPLE 3.3 ([6], unbounded closed nilpotents). Let H= I, be the 
Hilbert space of sequences {x(~)}~=~,~,,,, for which C,“=, /x(n)/‘< +a. 
Put 
Dr x={x(n)}EI,: 2 n2 /x(2n)(’ ( + 00 . 
n=l 
Then D is a dense subspace of I,. Let us define an operator with domain D 
by 
2n ~ 1 2n 
TX = (x(2), 0, 2x(4), 0, . . . . n . x(2n), 0, . ..) 
for x E D; that is, 
(Tx)(2n-l)=n.x(2n) and (Tx)(2n)=O. 
Then T is an unbounded, closed nilpotent operator. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If a densely defined, closable linear operator T is 
nilpotent (resp. idempotent) in H, then both p (the closure of T) and T* are 
nilpotent (resp. idempotent). 
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Proof. Since T= (T*)*, we have only to show that, in each case, T* 
has the desired property. 
Suppose T is nilpotent. For 5 E Dom( T*), one has (TV, T*<) = 0 for all 
r~ E Dom( T). Hence T*< E Dom( T*) and T** = 0. 
Suppose T is idempotent. Since 
(~3 T*t) = (T*v, t) = (TV, T*5) 
for u E Dom( T) and 5 E Dom( T*), it follows that T* is idempotent. 
LEMMA 3.5. For an idempotent operator T in H, the pair (Ran(T), 
Ker( T)} satisfies 
Ran(T) n Ker( T) = (0) 
and 
Ran(T) + Ker( T) = Dom( T). 
Conversely, for a pair {L, , L, ) of subspaces in H such that L, n L, = { 0} 
and L, + L, is dense in H, there exists an idempotent T with domain equal to 
L, + L, such that the pair {L,, L2) consists of Ran(T) and Ker( T). 
In particular, the idempotent operator determined by the above {L,, L,} is 
closed if and only if both L, and L2 are closed. 
Proof If T is idempotent, then Ker( T) = Ran(Z- T). Hence the first 
assertion follows. 
Suppose Li (i= 1,2) are subspaces uch that L1 n L2 = (0) and L, + L, 
is dense in H. Define an operator T with domain equal to L, + L2 by 
T(x, + x2) = x,, 
where xie Li (i= 1,2). It then follows that T has a desired property. 
Assume, in addition, that Lk and L, are closed. Let (x,} be a sequence 
in Dom( T) with x, -+ x and TX, + y. Since (I- T) x, + x-y, it follows 
from the closedness of L, that x-y~L~. Thus x=y+(x-~)EL,+L,= 
Dam(T), so that TX = y. Conversely, if T is closed, it is clear that each L, is 
closed (i= 1, 2). 
Let T be a densely defined, injective linear operator with dense range 
in H. We denote by G(T) the graph of T in the Hilbert space HO H (two 
fold copies of H). Then we have 
LEMMA 3.6. (i)G(T)nH@{O}={O} (0~O@O), and (ii) G(T)+ 
H@ (0) is dense in H@ H. 
Proof (i) follows from the injectivity of T. To show the statement (ii), 
take any 5 and q E H. Since Ran(T) is dense in H, there is a sequence 
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ix,,} c Dom( T) with T.- x,, + <. Hence -Y,, 0 Ts,, + (q - x,,) 0 0 = q 0 T.Y,, E 
G(T)+H@JO) +q@irasn+;c. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Under the same situation as in Lemma 3.6, one can 
define, by Lemma 3.5, an idempotent in HO H as follows: 
This operator is called the idernpotent operator associated with T and it is 
denoted by PT. 
Recall that, for a closed operator T in H, /z E C is in the resolvent p(T) if 
AZ- T is a bijection of Dam(T) onto H (with bounded inverse). 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let T be a densely defined, closed linear operator in H. 
Suppose I. is a complex number such that AI - T is injective and Ran(,Q - T) 
is dense in H. Then 
Proof: We first note that the idempotent P,,- T associated with ;II- T 
is closed. In fact, since II- T is closed, this follows from Lemma 3.5. 
Therefore 
w(pj.,-T)Z@ * pA.-T is bounded (by Corollary 2.5) 
oG(IZ-T)+H@(O}=H@H 
o Ran(;lZ- T) = H. 
APPENDIX: UNBOUNDED J-Projection in J-SPACE 
Let [ ., .] be a Minkowski form on H, i.e., [x, y] = [y, x] and IIxJl = 
sup{ 1 [x, y] I: /I y (/ 5 1 } for x, y E H. Then there exists uniquely a symmetry 
J=J*=J-’ 
on H satisfying 
t-x, ~1 = (Jx, VI 
for x, y E H. Equipped with the Minkowski form [ ., .lJ = [ ., .], H is called 
a J-space or a Krein space and it is denoted by (H, J}. Let T be a densely 
defined linear operator in H. One can define the adjoint operator (the 
J-adjoint) TJ of T with respect to the Minkowski form [ ., .I5 in the 
obvious manner. Clearly, CT<, r~] J= [c, TJq] J for all 5 E Dam(T) and 
q E Dom( TJ). In particular, TJ = JT*J. 
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Let m be a closed subspace of {H, J}. Define mCll E (t E H: [ 5, q15 = 0 
for all q em}. It is then easy to see that mC” is closed with mC” = Jm’ 
and (m cll)t’l = m. For closed subspaces m, and m2, one has 
(m, + rn,)[l’ = rniLl nrn$ll. 
This equality follows: 
LEMMA. 
mnmC1’= (0) 
0 m + mcL1 is dense in H. 
We should remark that, in general, 
and also remark that, if min {dim( 1 + J)/2 H), dim(( 1 - J)/2 H)} < +m, 
the above implication holds for any closed subspace [ 1, p. 186, 
Theorem 2.21. 
LEMMA. Let m be a closed subspace in {H, J} with m n rnc’] = (0). Let 
P, be the idempotent determined by the pair {m, m[“}; that is, 
P,:x,+x,rllEm+mc’l~x,Em. 
Then P”, = P,, i.e., P, is a densely defined (in general, unbounded) 
J-projection. 
Proof Since m and rnc’ 1 are closed, it follows that P, is closed and 
hence (or by a simple calculation) Ker(P,)’ = Ran(Pz). By Proposition 
3.4, Pt is also an idempotent, so that Ker(Pz) = Ran(P Hence 
Dom(PJ,) = J Dom( Pz) 
= J( Ran( Pz) + Ker( Pz)) 
= Ker(P,)[‘l+ Ran(P,)r’] 
=m+m[‘l 
= Dom( P,). 
It is clear that [P,x, P,y],= [P,x, ylJ 
= CX? P,Yl./ 
for all x, y E Dom(P,). Hence Pi = P,. 
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Let m be a closed subspace in (H, J}. A subspace IFI is said to be 
J-non-negative, J-positive definite, and J-uniformly positive if it satisfies 
[x, .x]~ 2 0 for x urn, if [x, .Y]~ > 0 for .Y # 0 E m and if there is a j. > 0 such 
that [x, ~1~ 2 i l/Uuljz for .Y E m, respectively. Similarly, J-non-positive, 
J-negative definite, and J-uniformly negative subspaces are defined. A 
J-non-negative subspace is said to be maximal if it is not contained in any 
other J-non-negative subspace, and we can analogously define a maximal 
J-positive definite subspace, etc. Recall that if nz is maximal J-non-negative 
(resp. maximal J-positive definite, maximal J-uniformly positive), then 
mtL7 is maximal J-non-negative (resp. maximal J-negative definite, 
maximal J-uniformly negative). In particular, if a J-non-negative closed 
subspace m satisfies m + m ccl = H, then m is J-uniformly positive (see 
Cl]). 
COROLLARY. Let m be a maximal J-positive definite closed subspace in 
{H, J) and P, be the J-projection determined by {m, ml’] ). If W(P,,,) # @, 
then m is a maximal J-unifbrmly positive subspace. 
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